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AEI Announces Order from Everts Air Cargo for an Additional MD88SF Freighter 
Conversion 

 

Miami, Florida – February 6th, 2023 – Aeronautical Engineers, Inc. (AEI) announces the 
company has signed a contract to provide Fairbanks, Alaska-based Everts Air Cargo with an 
MD88SF freighter conversion. The aircraft will commence modification in March 2023. 
Modification touch labor will be performed by Dothan, Alabama-based, Commercial Jet, which is 
an authorized AEI Conversion Center. Everts will use the freighter to accommodate fleet 
expansion plans. 

 

The AEI MD88SF shall provide Everts Air Cargo with an Ancra CLS capable of carrying: 

• (12) 88” x 108” Containers/Pallets, P1 to P12 



When combined with proven reliability, the AEI converted MD-88SF will allow Everts Air Cargo to 
keep their aircraft - “In the air, generating revenue.” 

About AEI 

Aeronautical Engineers, Inc. (AEI) is the global leader in the aircraft passenger-to-freighter 
conversion business and is the oldest conversion company in existence today. Since the 
company’s founding in 1958, AEI has developed over 130 Supplemental Type Certificates (STCs) 
and has modified over 550 aircraft with the STCs. AEI helps its customers extend aircraft life and 
increase the overall value of aircraft assets by continuously focusing on dependable and flexible 
product offerings. AEI currently offers passenger-to-freighter conversions for the Boeing 737-800, 
737-400, 737-300, MD-80 series, and CRJ200 aircraft. https://www.aeronautical-engineers.com/ 

About Everts 

Everts Air Cargo is the sister company to Everts Air Alaska and was formed in 1995 as a 121 
Certificated Cargo Airline. Everts Air Cargo is headquartered in Fairbanks where it serves as the 
primary base for maintenance, administration, and charter operations. Everts Air Cargo 
specializes in serving the unique needs of our customers who reside in the larger Alaskan cities, 
as well as, small villages in remote locations. Everts Air's primary business is transporting freight 
and mail, including the movement of oversized freight, hazardous materials, small packages and 
most anything else that fits through the cargo door. Everts Air Cargo employees and pilots are 
experts in loading and transporting the supplies that build and support Alaska. The company’s 
fleet consists of the well-known vintage C-46 and DC-6 aircraft, which are especially well-suited 
to the many shorter, unimproved gravel or ice runways in Alaska, along with DC-9s, and MD-80s. 
www.evertsair.com 
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